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Abstract

We survey a theory (first sketched in Nature in 2003, then fleshed out in the Quarterly Journal of Economics in 2006) of

the economic underpinnings of the fat-tailed distributions of a number of financial variables, such as returns and trading

volume. Our theory posits that they have a common origin in the strategic trading behavior of very large financial

institutions in a relatively illiquid market. We show how the fat-tailed distribution of fund sizes can indeed generate

extreme returns and volumes, even in the absence of fundamental news. Moreover, we are able to replicate the individually

different empirical values of the power-law exponents for each distribution: 3 for returns, 3/2 for volumes, 1 for the assets

under management of large investors. Large investors moderate their trades to reduce their price impact; coupled with a

concave price impact function, this leads to volumes being more fat-tailed than returns but less fat-tailed than fund sizes.

The trades of large institutions also offer a unified explanation for apparently disconnected empirical regularities that are

otherwise a challenge for economic theory.
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1. Introduction

This paper surveys a recent paper [1], in which we present a model in which volatility is caused by the trades of
large institutions. This paper may be the first econophysics paper published in a refereed, top-four economics
journal. As such, it represents a useful step in the progressive integration of econophysics and economics.2

In our theory, spikes in trading volume and returns are created by a combination of news and the trades by
large investors. Suppose news or proprietary analysis induces a large investor to trade a particular stock. Since
his desired trading volume is then a significant proportion of daily turnover, he will moderate his actual
trading volume to avoid paying too much in price impact. The optimal volume will nonetheless remain large
enough to induce a significant price change.
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Traditional measures, such as variances and correlations, are of limited use in analyzing spikes in market
activity. Many empirical moments are infinite; moreover, their theoretical analysis is typically untractable.
Instead, a natural object of analysis turns out to be the tail exponent of the distribution, for which some
convenient analytical techniques apply. Furthermore, there is much empirical evidence on the tails of the
distributions, which appears to be well approximated by power laws. For example, the distribution of returns r

over daily or weekly horizons decays according to Pðjrj4xÞ�x�zr where zr is the tail or Pareto exponent. This
accumulated evidence on tail behavior is useful to guide and constrain any theory of the impact of large
investors. Specifically, our theory unifies the following stylized facts:

(i) the power-law distribution of returns, with exponent zr ’ 3;
(ii) the power-law distribution of trading volume, with exponent zq ’ 1:5;
(iii) the power law of price impact;
(iv) the power-law distribution of the size of large investors, with exponent zS ’ 1.

Existing models have difficulty in explaining facts (i)–(iv) together, not only the power-law behavior
in general, but also the specific exponents. For example, efficient market theories rely on news to move
stock prices and thus can explain the empirical finding only if the news is power-law distributed with an
exponent zr ’ 3. However, there is nothing a priori in the efficient markets hypothesis that justifies this
assumption. Similarly, GARCH models generate power laws, but need to be fine-tuned to replicate the
exponent of 3.3

We rely on previous research to explain (iv), and develop a trading model to explain (iii). We use these facts
together to derive the optimal trading behavior of large institutions in relatively illiquid markets. The fat-tailed
distribution of investor sizes generates a fat-tailed distribution of volumes and returns (see also Refs. [22–24]).
When we derive the optimal trading behavior of large institutions, we are able to replicate the specific values
for the power-law exponents found in stylized facts (i) and (ii).4

In addition to explaining the above facts, an analysis of tail behavior may have a number of wider
applications in option pricing,5 and risk management.

2. The empirical findings that motivate our theory

This section presents the empirical facts that motivate our theory, and provides a self-contained tour of the
empirical literature on power laws.

2.1. The power-law distribution of price fluctuations: zr ’ 3

The tail distribution of returns has been analyzed in a series of studies that uses an ever-increasing number
of data points [3–6]. Let rt denote the logarithmic return over a time interval Dt. The distribution function of
returns for the 1000 largest U.S. stocks and several major international indices has been found to be:6

Pðjrj4xÞ�
1

xzr
with zr ’ 3, (1)
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3Also, GARCH models are silent about the economic origins of the tails, and about trading volume.
4This includes the relative fatness documented by facts (i), (ii) and (iv) (note that a higher exponent means a thinner tail). Since large

traders moderate their trading volumes, the distribution of volumes is less fat-tailed than that of investor sizes. In turn, a concave price

impact function leads to return distributions being less fat-tailed than volume distributions.
5Our theory indicates that trading volume should help forecast the probability of large returns. Marsh and Wagner [7] provides evidence

consistent with that view.
6To compare quantities across different stocks, we normalize variables such as r and q by the second moments if they exist, otherwise by

the first moments. For instance, for a stock i, we consider the returns r0it ¼ ðrit � riÞ=sr;i, where ri is the mean of the rit and sr;i is their

standard deviation. For volume, which has an infinite standard deviation, we use the normalization q0it ¼ qit=qi, where qit is the raw

volume, and qi is the absolute deviation: qi ¼ jqit � qitj.
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